Abstract. We study the mixed initial-boundary value problem for a linear hyperbolic system with non characteristic boundary. We assume the problem to be "weakly" well posed, in the sense that a unique L 2 -solution exists, for sufficiently smooth data, and obeys an a priori energy estimate with a finite loss of regularity. This is the case of problems that do not satisfy the uniform KreissLopatinskiȋ condition. Under the assumption of the loss of one tangential derivative, we obtain the Sobolev regularity of solutions, provided the data are sufficiently smooth.
where L is a first order linear partial differential operator
∂ t := ∂ ∂t and ∂ j := ∂ ∂xj , j = 1, . . . , n. The coefficients A j = A j (x, t) of L, for j = 1, . . . , n, and B = B(x, t) are real N × N matrix-valued functions, defined on Q. The unknown u = u(x, t) and the data F = F (x, t), G = G(x, t), f = f (x) are vector-valued functions with N components. M is a given real d× N matrix of maximal rank d ≤ N (the value of d will be specified below).
We study the problem (1)-(3) under the following assumptions. The function spaces involved in (D) and in the statement of Theorems 1, 2 below, as well as the norms appearing in (7) (10), (12) , will be described in the next Section 2.
(A) L is Friedrichs symmetrizable, namely there exists a matrix-valued function S 0 , definite positive on Q (i.e. there exists a constant ρ > 0 such that S 0 (x, t) ≥ ρI N for every (x, t) ∈ Q), symmetric and such that the matrices S 0 A j , for j = 1, . . . , n, are also symmetric. (B) There exists µ > 0 such that |det A 1 (x, t)| ≥ µ, for all (x, t) ∈ Q. 
admits a unique solution u ∈ L 2 (Ω T ), vanishing for t < 0, with u | ωT ∈ L 2 (ω T ). Furthermore u ∈ C([0, T ]; L 2 (R n + )) and satisfies an a priori estimate of the form
for all γ ≥ γ 0 and 0 < t ≤ T , where we have set u γ := e −γt u, F γ := e −γt F, G γ := e −γt G. , admits a unique solution u ∈ e γt L 2 (Q) such that u | Σ ∈ e γt L 2 (Σ). Furthermore u satisfies the a priori estimate
The tangential pseudo-differential operators B 2 , involved in the statement of the assumption (D), are integral operators acting tangentially on smooth functions u = u(x 1 , x ′ , t), defined on Q, by the following formula
(9) In (9), f (x 1 , ·, ·) denotes the Fourier transform of a function f = f (x 1 , x ′ , t) with respect to x ′ , t; ξ ′ and δ denote the Fourier dual variables of x ′ and t respectively, and b 2 = b 2 (x 1 , x ′ , t, ξ ′ , δ, γ) is a suitable function, called the symbol of B 2 , that must fulfil some convenient growth conditions. The class of symbols Γ 0 and the related pseudo-differential operators allowed in (D) will be introduced in the next Section 3.2 (even thought slightly different notations will be used there). For a thorough analysis of operators of the form (9) , the reader is addressed to [3] . When an IBVP admits the solution u, enjoying an a priori estimate of type (7) or (8) with F = (L + B)u, G = M u, the IBVP is weakly L 2 -well posed. This is the case of problems that do not satisfy the uniform Kreiss-Lopatinskiȋ condition. Examples of physically interesting problems where the uniform Kreiss-Lopatinskiȋ condition breaks down are provided by elastodynamics (with the well-known Rayleigh waves [22] ), shock waves or contact discontinuities in compressible fluid mechanics, see e.g. [12, 13] , [7, 8, 9] . For such nonstable problems, where the so-called Lopatinskiȋ determinant vanishes at the order one in the hyperbolic region of the frequency space, one can prove an a priori estimate with a loss of one tangential derivative from the source term to the solution. For noncharacteristic problems, such energy estimates with loss of one tangential derivative have been derived by Coulombel in [5] and, for uniformly characteristic problems, by Coulombel-Secchi in [7, 8] . Under an a priori estimate of this form, Coulombel [6] has proven the well posedness of the problem (1)-(3) with zero initial datum, namely the existence of the L 2 −solution for all H 1 −data. When a loss of derivatives greater than one appears in the energy estimate, no well posedness result is known yet. Under the assumptions (A)-(D) it is not hard to obtain the L 2 −solvability of the nonhomogeneous IBVP (1)-(3) on [0, T ], with initial data f = 0, that we state in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that problem (1)-(3) obeys the assumptions (A)-(D). For all T > 0 and matrices
, and it satisfies an a priori estimate of the form
for all γ ≥ γ 0 and 0 < t ≤ T .
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Appendix A. This paper is concerned with the regularity of solutions of the IBVP (1)- (3) . In order to study such regularity, we need to impose some compatibility conditions on the data F , G, f . The compatibility conditions are defined in the usual way, see [19] . For the initial data f , one firstly defines the time-derivatives f (h) , h ≥ 0, by setting recursively f (0) := f and, for h ≥ 1,
Given the equation (1), the above formula for f (h) is obtained by formally taking h−1 time derivatives of Lu = F , solving for ∂ h t u and evaluating it at t = 0. The compatibility condition of order m ≥ 0 for the IBVP (1)-(3) reads as
The aim of this paper is to prove the following regularity theorem.
, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and T > 0. 
Assume also that the assumptions (A)-(D) are satisfied. Then there exist constants
holds true for all 0 < t ≤ T .
In [16] , the regularity of weak solutions to the IBVP (1)- (3) is studied, under the assumption that the problem is strongly L 2 -well posed, namely that a unique L 2 -solution exists for arbitrarily given L 2 -data, and the solution obeys an a priori energy estimate without loss of regularity with respect to the data; this means that the L 2 -norms of the interior and boundary values of the solution are measured by the L 2 -norms of the corresponding data F, G, f . The statement of Theorems 1, 2 deals with the case where only a weak well posedness property is satisfied by the IBVP (1)-(3). In Theorem 1, the L 2 -solvability of (1)-(3) requires an additional regularity of the data F, G, f , cfr. (D). Correspondingly, in Theorem 2 the regularity of the solution of order m is achieved provided the data have a regularity of order m + 1. In [17] we derive similar results for the case of a noncharacteristic BVP, with finitely smooth coefficients. In [14] , [15] , regularity results analogous to that of Theorem 2 were established for weakly well posed problems, when the boundary is characteristic with constant multiplicity. Differently from the characteristic case, where the regularity of the solution is established in the framework of the anisotropic Sobolev spaces (see [15] ), in the present paper the regularity is sought in the usual Sobolev spaces. Firstly we study the tangential regularity of the solutions and then we derive from it the full regularity. This approach allows us to underline the gap between the tangential and the normal regularity required on the data, in order to derive the full regularity of the solution at any prescribed order. Indeed, due to the non characteristicity of the boundary, one normal derivative of the solution is estimated directly from the equation without any control on the normal derivatives of the data. The result of Theorem 2, compared with the one obtained in the characteristic case (see [15] ), requires less regularity on the data. Here, we follow the analysis developed in [14] , [15] . One firstly considers the case of a problem (1)-(3) with a homogeneous initial condition (f = 0). The study of such a homogeneous problem is reduced to that of a BVP (5)-(6) (with T = +∞) by a suitable time-extension of the solution u and the nonzero data F , G through the whole real line, see Section 4. Then, one studies the tangential regularity of the "extended" solution u to the BVP (5)-(6); roughly speaking, this is made by acting on such a problem by a suitable family of tangential pseudo-differential operators {λ
, that occurs to characterize the (tangential) Sobolev regularity of functions, by means of its uniform boundedness properties as δ goes to zero (see Propositions 3, 4) . By using the rules of the functional calculus for pseudo-differential operators (relying on the symbolic calculus), and taking advantage from the invertibility of the operator λ (8)), that finally yields the desired tangential regularity of u. The normal regularity of u directly follows by an induction argument which rests on the possibility to express the normal derivative of u as a function of tangential derivatives of u itself and the source term F , following from the invertibility of the coefficient A 1 (see (49)). Eventually, the general case of problem (1)- (3), with nonzero initial datum f , can be treated by firstly smoothing the original data and then reducing to the already studied case of a problem with homogeneous initial condition, by "subtracting" to the solution of the approximated problem, with regularized data, a suitable smooth function, see Section 6. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the function spaces and some notations. In Section 3 we give some technical results useful for the proof of the regularity of the homogeneous IBVP (f = 0), discussed in Sections 4, 5. Section 6 contains the proof of the regularity for the general IBVP (f = 0). The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A. The Appendix B finally contains the statement of a few technical tools needed along the exposition.
2. Function spaces. The purpose of this section is to introduce the main function spaces to be used in the following and collect their basic properties.
2.1. Weighted Sobolev spaces. For γ ≥ 1 and s ∈ R, we set
and, in particular, λ s := λ s,1 . Throughout the paper, for real γ ≥ 1, H s γ (R n ) will denote the Sobolev space of order s, equipped with the γ−depending norm || · || s,γ defined by
u being the Fourier transform of u. The norms defined by (14) , with different values of the parameter γ, are equivalent each other. For γ = 1 we set for brevity ||·|| s := ||·|| s,1 (and, accordingly,
for the standard Sobolev space). For s ∈ N, the norm in (14) turns to be equivalent, uniformly with respect to γ, to the norm || · || H s γ (R n ) defined by
where, for every multi-index α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ N n , we set ∂ α := ∂ α1 1 . . . ∂ αn n and |α| := α 1 + · · · + α n as usual. An useful remark is that
for arbitrary s ≤ r and γ ≥ 1. Accordingly to the previous notations, for every m ∈ N, T > 0, γ ≥ 1, we write H
to mean the usual Sobolev spaces of order m on R n + , Q T , Q, Σ T and Σ respectively, equipped with the γ−weighted norms defined similarly to (15) . We also denote by
Similarly, for T > 0, by
For a given Banach space X and j ∈ N, let C j ([0, T ]; X) denote the space of all X-valued j-times continuously differentiable functions on [0, T ]. For every m ∈ N we define the space
with the norm 
. Finally, we denote by S(R n + ) the spaces of restrictions to R n + of functions belonging to S(R n ), the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions in R n .
3. Preliminaries and technical tools. In this section, we collect several technical tools that will be used in the subsequent analysis (cf. the next Section 4).
3.1. Parameter depending norms on Sobolev spaces. We start by recalling a classical characterization of ordinary Sobolev spaces in R n , due to Hörmander [10] , based upon the uniform boundedness of a suitable family of parameter-depending norms. For given s ∈ R, γ ≥ 1 and for each δ ∈]0, 1] a norm in H s−1 (R n ) is defined by setting
According to Section 2, for γ = 1 and any 0 < δ ≤ 1 we set || · || s−1,δ := || · || s−1,1,δ ; the family of δ−weighted norms {|| · || s−1,δ } 0<δ≤1 was deeply studied in [10] ; easy arguments (relying essentially on a γ−rescaling of functions) lead to get the same properties for the norms {|| · || s−1 ,γ ,δ } 0<δ≤1 defined in (20) with an arbitrary γ ≥ 1. Of course, one has || · || s−1,γ,1 = || · || s−1,γ (cf. (14), with s − 1 instead of s). It is also clear that, for each fixed
, uniformly with respect to γ; notice, however, that the constants appearing in the equivalence inequalities will generally depend on δ (see (26)). The next characterization of Sobolev spaces readily follows by taking account of the parameter γ into the arguments used in [10, Thm. 2.4.1].
Proposition 3. For every s
, and the set {||u|| s−1,γ,δ } 0<δ≤1 is bounded. In this case, we have
In the sequel, we will make use of a tangential counterpart of the preceding characterization adapted to the spaces L 2 (0, +∞; H m γ (R n−1 )). To be definite, we state the result here below.
remains bounded with respect to δ ∈]0, 1]; moreover, in this case one has
Tangential pseudo-differential operators.
Let us introduce the pseudodifferential symbols, with a parameter, to be used later; here we closely follow the terminology and notations of [4] .
Definition 5. We say that a real (or complex) valued measurable function
The same definition as above extends to functions a(x, ξ ′ , γ) taking values in the space R N ×N (resp. C N ×N ) of N × N real (resp. complex)-valued matrices, for all integers N > 1 (where the module | · | is replaced in (21) by any equivalent norm in R N ×N (resp. C N ×N )). We denote by Γ m the set of γ−depending symbols of order m ∈ R (the same notation being used for both scalar or matrix-valued symbols). Γ m is equipped with the norms |a| m,k := max For all m ∈ R, the function λ m,γ (ξ ′ ) is of course a (scalar-valued) symbol in Γ m . To perform the analysis of Section 4, it is important to consider the behavior of the weight function λ m,γ (ξ
, involved in the definition of the parameterdepending norms in (20) , as a γ−depending symbol according to Definition 5. Following [14] , henceforth the following short notations will be used
for all real numbers m ∈ R, γ ≥ 1 and δ ∈]0, 1]. One has the obvious identities
However, to avoid confusion in the following, we remark that functions λ
and λ −m+1,γ δ (ξ ′ ) are no longer the same as soon as δ becomes strictly smaller than 1;
. A straightforward application of Leibniz's rule leads to the following result.
Lemma 6. For every m ∈ R and all α ′ ∈ N n−1 there exists a positive constant
Because of estimates (24), λ
can be regarded as a γ−depending symbol, in two different ways. On the one hand, combining estimates (24) with the trivial inequality
immediately gives that {λ m−1,γ δ } 0<δ≤1 is a bounded subset of Γ m . On the other hand, the left inequality in
together with (24), also gives
According to Definition 5, (27) means that λ m−1,γ δ actually belongs to Γ m−1 for each fixed δ; nevertheless, the family {λ m−1,γ δ } 0<δ≤1 is generally unbounded as a subset of Γ m−1 . For later use, we also need to study the behavior of functions λ −m+1,γ δ as γ−depending symbols. Analogously to Lemma 6, one can prove the following result.
In particular, Lemma 7 implies that the family { λ −m+1,γ δ } 0<δ≤1 is a bounded subset of Γ −m+1 (it suffices to combine (28) with the right inequality in (26)).
for all u ∈ S(R n + ) and
x j ξ j and u(x 1 , ·) denotes the Fourier transform of u = u(x 1 , x ′ ) with respect to x ′ . Op An exhaustive account of the symbolic calculus for pseudo-differential operators with symbols in Γ m can be found in [3] . In the next Section 4, we will be mainly interested to the family of tangential operators whose symbols are the functions λ
. According to (23), (29), henceforth we write:
It is worth noticing that the tangential operators λ 
can be straightforwardly established; hence, Proposition 4 can be restated in terms of the boundedness, with respect to δ, of the L 2 −norms of functions λ
This observation is the key point that leads to the analysis performed in Section 4. Notice also that the operator λ
is invertible, and its two-sided inverse is
given by λ
. We end this section by stating a technical result concerning the symbolic calculus for tangential pseudo-differential operators, that will be used in the sequel. For the proof we refer to [14, Lemma 4.5]
there exists a positive constant C r,α ′ ,β ′ , independent of γ and δ, for which:
is a pseudo-differential operator whose symbol a δ #b belongs to Γ l+r−1 . Moreover, for all multi-indices α ′ , β ′ ∈ N n−1 there exists a constant C r,l,α ′ ,β ′ , independent of γ and δ, such that
Under the same hypotheses, 
and the operator norm of such an extension is uniformly bounded with respect to γ.
We refer the reader to [3] for a detailed proof of Proposition 9; a sharp calculation shows that the norm of Op γ tan (a), as a linear bounded operator from
, actually depends only on a seminorm of type (22) of the symbol a, besides the Sobolev order s and the symbolic order m (cf. [3] for detailed calculations). This observation entails, in particular, that the operator norm is uniformly bounded with respect to γ and other additional parameters from which the symbol of the operator should possibly depend as a bounded map.
The homogeneous IBVP.
We introduce the new unknown u γ (x, t) := e −γt u(x, t) and the new data
with
In this section we concentrate on the study of the tangential regularity of the solution to the IBVP (34), where the initial datum f is identically zero and the data F γ and G γ satisfy the compatibility conditions in a more restrictive form than (11) . More precisely, we concentrate on the homogeneous IBVP
We remark that here and in the following the word homogeneous is referred by convention to the initial datum f .
For a given integer m ≥ 1, we assume that F γ and G γ satisfy the following conditions
It is worth to notice that conditions (36) imply the compatibility conditions (11) , in the case f = 0. We prove the following theorem. 
, and the a priori estimate
is fulfilled, where we set
The first step to prove Theorem 10 is reducing the original problem (35) to a boundary value problem where the time is allowed to span the whole real line and is treated, consequently, as an additional tangential variable. To make this reduction, we extend the data F γ , G γ and the unknown u γ of (35) to all positive and negative times. In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we remove the subscript γ from the unknown u γ and the data F γ , G γ . Because of conditions (36), we may extend F , G by setting them equal to zero for all negative times and for t > T by "reflection" (see [2, Chap. 9] , [11, Theorem 2.2]), so that the extended data, sayF andG, vanish also for all t > T sufficiently large.
(Σ) and there exists some positive constant C m , independent of γ, such that
(39)
As we did for the data, the solution u to (35) is extended to all negative times, by setting it equal to zero. We extend u also for times t > T , by following the argument of [16] , where we make use of assumption (D). Let us denote byȗ the extended solution; by construction,ȗ solves the BVP
In (40), the time t is involved with the same role of the tangential space variables, as it spans the whole real line R. Therefore, (40) is a stationary problem posed in
for all γ ≥γ 0 and a suitableγ 0 ≥ 1. The proof of Theorem 10 will be derived from the study of the regularity of solutions 
The energy estimate (37) also comes at once from (42) combined with (39) and (43).
Regularity of the BVP (40)
. In this section we deal with the study of the regularity of the BVP (40), where for simplicity we will write u, F, G instead ofȗ, F ,G. Within the problem (40), the "extended" time-variable t plays the same role of the tangential space variables (x 2 , . . . , x n ). Hence, to avoid overloading formulas, it is convenient to change our notations, by setting x n+1 := t and x := (x 1 , x ′ ) with x ′ := (x 2 , . . . , x n , x n+1 ); accordingly, we will denote A n+1 := I N , ∂ n+1 := ∂ t , so that the differential operator L γ takes the form
where the coefficients A j = A j (x) are given matrices in C ∞ b (Q). The Fourier dual variables of the tangential space-time variables x ′ will be again denoted by the vector ξ ′ = (ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n+1 ) ∈ R n in a compact form. From now on, troughout the whole section, we will use the tools introduced in Section 3 where, due to the use of the time-variable as an additional space variable, the dimension n will be substituted by n + 1. We observe that from hypothesis (D) the BVP (40) enjoys the following: (WWP) Weak well posedness.
For every tangential pseudo-differential operator
, the BVP (40) (with data F, G and with the zero order term B replaced by B) admits a unique solution u ∈ L 2 (Q), with u | Σ ∈ L 2 (Σ) and the a priori estimate (41) is fulfilled (with u instead ofȗ). After the change of unknown made at the beginning of Section 4, the assumption (WWP) on (40) follows at once by restating the assumption (D) about (5)-(6) (with T = +∞) in terms of the functions e −γt u, e −γt F and e −γt G. Let us notice, in particular, that the pseudo-differential operators of type (9) , involved in (D), actually reduce to the form in (29), under the above change of unknown function. The aim of this section will be the proof of the following Theorems (for the sake of clarity, we prefer to treat separately the tangential and the full regularity of the BVP). 
is satisfied. Notice that, in view of Lemma 6 and Proposition 9, we know that λ
. Now we follow the strategy explained in [14] to derive the new BVP satisfied by λ
Step: Internal equation. We decompose the operator L γ + B as
where L tan,γ := γI N + n+1 j=2
A j ∂ j + B and apply λ
where, to find the last row, we have exploited that the tangential operator λ (D ′ ), using the symbolic calculus for tangential pseudo-differential operators we get
where
is a tangential pseudo-differential operator with a δ−uniformly bounded symbol in Γ 0 (see Lemma 8) .
We treat now the other commutator term [λ
Firstly, directly from the system (40) 1 , we can express the normal derivative of u as a function of tangential derivatives of u itself and the datum F , as
Then we insert (49) into the normal commutator to get
and using again the invertibility of λ
is again a tangential pseudo-differential operator with a δ−uniformly bounded symbol in Γ 0 (see again Lemma 8) . Combining the formulas (47) and (50) with (46) we find that λ
is a tangential pseudo-differential operator with δ-uniformly bounded symbol in Γ 0 . 2 nd
Step: Boundary condition. Now we are going to seek for an appropriate boundary condition to be coupled with the interior equation (52). Note that for continuous functions with respect to x 1 , say u ∈ C([0, +∞); S ′ (Σ)), we easily see that the tangential operator λ m−1,γ δ (D ′ ), acting only on the tangential variables x ′ , trivially commutes with the restriction of u to the boundary Σ = {x 1 = 0}; indeed
We note that, with a slight abuse, in (54) and in the following the same notation λ 
From now on when λ m−1,γ δ (D ′ ) acts on functions defined on Σ we intend it as in (55). We need to apply the previous formula when u is the solution of the original BVP (40). In principle u is not sufficiently smooth with respect to 
Step: regularity of order m. Collecting (52), (56), λ
In order to get δ−uniform estimates of the data F δ and G δ in terms of the orginal data F, G, we need to regard λ 
is a tangential pseudo-differential operator with δ−uniformly bounded symbol in Γ m−1 ; moreover, after Proposition 9 (and Sobolev continuity of ordinary pseudo-differential operators on Σ), we have that
By assumption (WWP) applied to (57) and exploiting estimates (58), we may find
u is the unique L 2 −solution of (57) and it obeys the energy estimate
which gives a δ−uniform estimate of the norms ||λ 
is satisfied.
Proof. We proceed again by induction on the integer order m ≥ 1. 1
st
Step: For m = 1, the assumption on the regularity of the data is just the same as for Theorem 11, namely F ∈ L 2 (0, +∞; H (49) we also derive
Recalling that ||u||
, from (61) we get
Combining the above estimate with the tangential estimate of order 1 and using (16) finally gives
for γ ≥ 1 large enough and a suitable constant C 1 > 0 independent of γ.
Step: Inductive step. We assume now the result is true for m−1 and let the data F and G belong to L 2 (0, +∞; H 
Let us firstly assume that the normal order h is 1; in this case, we need to estimate in L 2 (Q) the derivatives of type ∂ 
For every integer 2 ≤ h ≤ m, we assume now that all the derivatives of type
have already been estimated in L 2 (Q) and there holds
.
(67) In order to get the desired estimate of ||u|| H m γ (Q) it only remains to prove that all the derivatives ∂
Q) and they are estimated as in (67). To this end, let us apply the derivative ∂
Observe that in the right-hand side of the above equality only mixed derivatives of the source term F of order less than or equal to m − 1 are involved, where at most h − 1 normal derivatives appear. As for u, two types of derivatives are involved: the first type, appearing in the third and fourth terms of the last formula, are derivatives ∂ Observe that the latter are either tangential derivatives of order ≤ m (which are estimated since we know that u ∈ L 2 (0, +∞; H m γ (Σ)) or mixed derivatives of order ≤ m, where at most h − 1 normal derivatives are involved (which are estimated from the previous assumption, see (66) ). This concludes the proof that all derivatives of the type (64), with fixed 2 ≤ h ≤ m, belong to L 2 (Q), and the similar estimate as (67) for these
(69) follows at once from (68) combined with the tangential estimate of order m (see (45)), (60) of order m − 1 and (67). Adding estimates (69) over all integers 2 ≤ h ≤ m and (65), we obtain
(70) This proves that all derivatives of order m of the form (64) are estimated in L 2 and gives that u ∈ H m γ (Q); the estimate (60) of order m comes from adding the estimates (45), (70) and (60) of order m − 1, which concludes the proof.
Remark 13. We observe that we have not used the symmetrizability of the operator L γ in order to prove Theorems 11, 12 for the BVP (40). On the contrary, this hypothesis will be necessary to prove Theorems 1, 2 for the evolution problem (1)-(3).
6. The non-homogeneous IBVP. Proof of Theorem 2. Let us approximate the data F, G, f with the functions F k , G k , f k as in Lemma 14. Now we look for an approximated solution u k of (1)- (3) with data F k , G k , f k , of the form u k = v k + w k , where v k is solution to the homogeneous IBVP
and
Note that such a function exists by chosing
, where R is a lifting operator
defined as in [18] , [1] . From the regularity of w k , F k , G k we derive that
Moreover, from (72) and the compatibility conditions for the data F, G, f we derive
Then, for every k, Theorem 10 applies to the homogeneous problem (71) for γ large enough, and we find that
and by construction it is a solution of
Our next goal is to show that {u k } is a Cauchy sequence in
Step: tangential regularity.
To do that we firstly look for the problem solved by the tangential derivatives of u k of order l
) and satisfies the estimate (10)
We assume now that we have just proven that all the tangential derivatives up to the order l − 1, with given 1
) and for all γ large enough and 0 < t ≤ T obey the a priori estimate
where for ||U
and analogously for ||U
. Accordingly to estimate (10), in (75), we intend that the term
has not to be considered for l = 1.
To conclude the argument we need to make a similar estimate for the tangential derivatives of order l. Consider the problem satisfied by U 
We use the formula (see [18] )
with suitable Γ α,β , Ψ α,β smooth matrices, to restate (76) in the form
Note that the tangential derivatives of u k in the right-hand side of (78) have already been estimated by (75), so that they can be treated as a part of the source term in the equation (78). Applying ∂ α tan to the boundary and initial conditions in (73) we obtain
Then we consider the problem satisfied by the vector U l k of all tangential derivatives ∂ α tan u of order |α| = l. This problem takes the form
(L is a q × q matrix, M is a q × d matrix q := ♯{α : |α| = l}) and with
By Theorem 1 we derive that the solution U l k of system (81) is such that
and obeys the a priori estimate (10), i.e.
(83) Observing that the forcing term F k contains only tangential derivatives of u k up to the order l − 1, already estimated by the assumption (see estimate (75)), from (82) we can treat the right-hand side of (83) in this way:
Observing that
from (84) we get
where C denotes a γ−independent positive constant (possibly different from line to line). Applying similar arguments to the boundary datum G k gives
As for the initial datum f k , from (82) 3 one gets immediately
On the other hand, an induction argument gives for the time-derivatives of f k
Combinig (88) (with p = α n+1 and m = l + 1 − α n+1 , for arbitrary 1 ≤ α n+1 ≤ l) and (87) we get
for a suitable γ−independent constant C.
Using (85), (86) and (89) to estimate the right-hand side of (83) gives
from the right-hand side to the left-hand side of the above inequality, and using (75) of order l − 1 to estimate
Lastly, adding (91) and (75), multiplied by γ 2 , yields
for all l ≤ m. This completes the proof that all the tangential derivatives of u k up to the order m belong to C([0, T ]; L 2 (R n + )), obeying the a priori estimate
for all 0 < t ≤ T and γ ≥ γ m , provided that γ m ≥ 1 is large enough. 2 nd
Step: full regularity. It remains now to control all the derivatives of u k of order less than or equal to m including at least one normal derivative, i.e. all derivatives of the type
where ∂ α tan is defined by (74). To do that, we proceed exactly as done for the case of the BVP, see the proof of Theorem 12. From the interior equation (73) 1 , written for u k,γ , we write the normal derivative ∂ 1 u k,γ as a function of tangential derivatives of u k,γ and F k,γ by
Firstly, applying to (95) the operator ∂ α tan for an arbitrary α such that |α| ≤ m− 1, we express all the derivatives of type (94) with h = 1 in terms of tangential derivatives of F k,γ of order at most m − 1 and tangential derivatives of u k,γ of order at most m, which have already been estimated. This gives that all these derivatives belong to
, with the estimate
where, for simplicity, we write ∂ m−1 tan for the vector of all tangential derivatives of order ≤ m − 1. Then, the last two terms in the right-hand side of (96) are estimated by (93). Using A. MORANDO AND P. TREBESCHI the imbedding inequality (16), the first term in the right-hand side of (96) is estimated by
Since
Now we use the following γ−weighted imbedding inequalities i.
using (16) we obtain
ii. From Lemma 15 with
, and directly comparing the related norms gives
Applying these inequalities to estimate ∂ m−1 tan F k,γ (t) we get
Collecting (97) and (98), and using (93) the estimate (96) becomes
Then, as already done in the proof of Theorem 12, we assume that for every integer 2 ≤ h ≤ m, all derivatives of the type ∂ 
Then we apply the operator ∂ 
(107) for all γ ≥ γ 0 and 0 < t ≤ T , where γ 0 is taken sufficiently large (here the hypothesis on the symmetrizability of L is essential). Since F ∈ L 2 (0, +∞; H 1 γ (Σ T )), f ∈ H 1 γ (R n + ), from the classical theory, w ∈ L 2 (0, +∞; H 1 γ (Σ T )) and w | ΣT ∈ H 1 γ (Σ T ); moreover, since the boundary is non characteristic from (106) 1 we can write the normal derivative ∂ 1 w in terms of tangential derivatives to get that ∂ 1 w ∈ L 2 (Q T ) and then that w ∈ H 1 γ (Q T ). Applying the operators ∂ j , for 2 ≤ j ≤ n + 1 (where ∂ xn+1 := ∂ t ) to (106) and taking account of (77) (for |α| = 1), we infer that ∂ tan w = (∂ x2 w, . . . , ∂ xn+1 w) solves the problem
where we have set
The problem (108) can be shortly restated as
(L is a n × n matrix, M 1 is a n × d matrix) and The assumptions on F, G, f in Theorem 1 and w ∈ L 2 (Q T ),
Concerning the initial data f , we have f ∈ L 2 (R n + ) with
From (88) (with m = 0, p = 1) the L 2 −norm of f (1) is estimated by
On the other hand, applying (119) of Lemma 15 to F γ we have
Collecting (111) - (113) finally gives 
, where we have used (110), (114).
Combining the above inequality with (107), we obtain the estimate
for all γ ≥ γ 0 and 0 < t ≤ T , where γ 0 is taken sufficiently large. Now we consider the initial-boundary value problem
where w is the solution of (106). Since (G − M w) |t=0 = G |t=0 − M f = 0 on R n−1 , we may extend (G − M w) |ΣT from [0, T ] to ] − ∞, T ] by setting it equal to zero for all negative times and get a function in H 1 γ (ω T ), that we continue to denote as G − M w. Then, because of the assumption (D) applied to the BVP
there exists the solution of (117) v ∈ L 2 (Ω T ) such that v | ωT ∈ L 2 (ω T ), v | t<0 = 0. Furthermore v ∈ C([0, T ]; L 2 (R n + )), and it satisfies the a priori estimate
where C T is a positive constant depending only on T .
On the other hand, the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem gives that H 1 (R; X) ֒→ L ∞ (R; X) ∩ C 0 (R; X) with ||v|| L ∞ (R;X) ≤ C||v|| H 1 (R;X) ,
for all v ∈ H 1 (R; X). Writing (121) for v(t) = u γ (t) := u( t γ ) with an arbitrary γ ≥ 1 and using the identity 
